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OS-Ch8.



Characteristics of Paging and Segmentation



Virtual Memory ! Memory references are dynamically translated into physical addresses T. Muntean ESIL-DI



at run time



" a process may be swapped in and out of main memory such that it



occupies different regions



! A process may be broken up into pieces (pages or segments) that do



not need to be located contiguously in main memory



! Hence: all pieces of a process do not need to be loaded in main memory



during execution



" computation may proceed for some time if the next instruction to be fetched



(or the next data to be accessed) is in a piece located in main memory



OS-T.Muntean



8.1



8.2



Process Execution



Process Execution (cont.)



! The OS brings into main memory only a few pieces of the program



(including its starting point)



! OS places the process in a Blocking state



! Each page/segment table entry has a present bit that is set only if



the corresponding piece is in main memory



! The resident set is the portion of the process that is in main memory ! An interrupt (memory fault) is generated when the memory reference



is on a piece not present in main memory



8.3



! OS issues a disk I/O Read request to bring into main memory



the piece referenced to



! another process is dispatched to run while the disk I/O takes



place



! an interrupt is issued when the disk I/O completes " this causes the OS to place the affected process in the Ready state



8.4



Advantages of Partial Loading ! More processes can be maintained in main memory " only load in some of the pieces of each process " With more processes in main memory, it is more likely that a process will be in the Ready state at any given time



Virtual Memory: large as you wish! " Ex: 16 bits are needed to address a physical memory of 64KB " lets use a page size of 1KB so that 10 bits are needed for offsets



within a page " For the page number part of a logical address we may use a number of bits larger than 6, say 22 (a modest value!!)



! A process can now execute even if it is larger than the main memory



size " it is even possible to use more bits for logical addresses than the bits



needed for addressing the physical memory



! The memory referenced by a logical address is called virtual



memory " is maintained on secondary memory (ex: disk) " pieces are bring into main memory only when needed " For better performance, the file system is often bypassed and virtual



memory is stored in a special area of the disk called the swap space ! larger blocks are used and file lookups and indirect allocation



methods are not used



8.5



8.6



Virtual Memory (cont.)



Possibility of trashing ! To accommodate as many processes as possible, only a few pieces of



! By contrast, physical memory is the memory referenced by a physical



address



each process is maintained in main memory



! But main memory may be full: when the OS brings one piece in, it



" is located on DRAM



must swap one piece out



! The translation from logical address to physical address is done by



indexing the appropriate page/segment table with the help of memory management hardware



! The OS must not swap out a piece of a process just before that piece



is needed



! If it does this too often this leads to trashing: " The processor spends most of its time swapping pieces rather than executing user instructions



8.7



8.8



Support Needed for Virtual Memory



Locality and Virtual Memory ! Principle of locality of references: memory references within a



process tend to cluster



! Memory management hardware must support paging and/or



segmentation



! Hence: only a few pieces of a process will be needed over a



short period of time



! OS must be able to manage the movement of pages and/or



segments between secondary memory and main memory



! Possible to make “intelligent guesses” about which pieces will



be needed in the future



! We will first discuss the hardware aspects; then the algorithms



used by the OS



! This suggests that virtual memory may work efficiently " (ie: trashing should not occur too often)



8.9



8.10



Paging



Paging



! Typically, each process has its own page table



! A modified bit indicates if the page has been altered since



it was last loaded into main memory



" If no change has been made, the page does not have to be written to the



disk when it needs to be swapped out



! Each page table entry contains a present bit to indicate whether the



page is in main memory or not. " If it is in main memory, the entry contains the frame number of the



corresponding page in main memory " If it is not in main memory, the entry may contain the address of that page on disk or the page number may be used to index another table (often in the PCB) to obtain the address of that page on disk



8.11



! Other control bits may be present if protection is managed



at the page level



" a read-only/read-write bit " protection level bit: kernel page or user page (more bits are used when the



processor supports more than 2 protection levels)



8.12



Page Table Structure



Address Translation in a Paging System



! Page tables are variable in length (depends on process size) " then must be in main memory instead of registers ! A single register holds the starting physical address of the



page table of the currently running process



8.13



Sharing Pages



8.14



Sharing Pages: a text editor



! If we share the same code among different users, it is sufficient to



keep only one copy in main memory ! Shared code must be reentrant (ie: non self-modifying) so that 2 or



more processes can execute the same code ! If we use paging, each sharing process will have a page table who’s



entry points to the same frames: only one copy is in main memory ! But each user needs to have its own private data pages



8.15



8.16



Translation Lookaside Buffer



Translation Lookaside Buffer ! Because the page table is in main memory, each virtual memory



reference causes at least two physical memory accesses " one to fetch the page table entry " one to fetch the data



! To overcome this problem a special cache is set up for page table



entries " called the TLB - Translation Lookaside Buffer ! Contains page table entries that have been most recently used



! Given a logical address, the processor examines the TLB ! If page table entry is present (a hit), the frame number is retrieved and



the real (physical) address is formed ! If page table entry is not found in the TLB (a miss), the page number is used to index the process page table " if present bit is set then the corresponding frame is accessed " if not, a page fault is issued to bring in the referenced page in main



memory ! The TLB is updated to include the new page entry



! Works similar to main memory cache



8.17



8.18



Use of a Translation Lookaside Buffer



TLB: further comments ! TLB use associative mapping hardware to simultaneously interrogates



all TLB entries to find a match on page number ! The TLB must be flushed each time a new process enters the Running



state ! The CPU uses two levels of cache on each virtual memory reference " first the TLB: to convert the logical address to the physical address " once the physical address is formed, the CPU then looks in the cache for the referenced word



8.19



8.20



Multilevel Page Tables



Page Tables and Virtual Memory



! Since a page table will generally require several pages to be stored, ! Most computer systems support a very large virtual



address space



one solution is to organize page tables into a multilevel hierarchy " When 2 levels are used (ex: 386, Pentium), the page number is split into two numbers p1 and p2



" 32 to 64 bits are used for logical addresses " If (only) 32 bits are used with 4KB pages, a page table may have 2^{20}



entries



" p1 indexes the outer paged table (directory) in main memory who’s entries points to a



page containing page table entries which is itself indexed by p2. Page tables, other than the directory, are swapped in and out as needed



! The entire page table may take up too much main memory.



Hence, page tables are often also stored in virtual memory and subjected to paging " When a process is running, part of its page table must be in main memory



(including the page table entry of the currently executing page)



8.21



8.22



Windows NT Virtual Memory ! Uses paging only (no segmentation) with a 4KB page size ! Each process has 2 levels of page tables: " a page directory containing 1024 page-directory entries (PDEs) of 4 bytes each " each page-directory entry points to a page table that contains 1024 pagetable entries (PTEs) of 4 bytes each " so we have 4MB of page tables per process " the page directory is in main memory but page tables containing PTEs are swapped in and out as needed



8.23



Windows NT Virtual Memory ! Virtual addresses (p1, p2, d) use 32 bits where p1 and p2 are each 10



bits wide " p1 selects an entry in the page directory which points to a page table " p2 selects an entry in this page table which points to the selected page



! Upon creation, NT commits only a certain number of virtual pages to a



process and reserves a certain number of other pages for future needs ! Hence, a group of bits in each PTE indicates if the corresponding page is committed, reserved or not used



8.24



Windows NT Virtual Memory



Inverted Page Table ! Another solution (PowerPC, IBM Risk 6000) to the problem of



! A memory reference to an unused page traps into the OS (protection



violation) ! Each PTE also contains: " a present bit



! If set: 20 bits are used for the frame address of the selected page. ! Else these bits are used to locate the selected page in a paging file



(on disk) " some bits identify the paging file used " a dirty bit (ie: a modified bit)



maintaining large page tables is to use an Inverted Page Table (IPT) ! We generally have only one IPT for the whole system ! There is only one IPT entry per physical frame (rather than one per virtual page) " this reduces alot the amount of memory needed for page tables



! The 1st entry of the IPT is for frame #1 ... the nth entry of the IPT is for



frame #n and each of these entries contains the virtual page number ! Thus this table is inverted



" some protection bits (ex: read-only, or read-write)



8.25



Inverted Page Table



!



!



The process ID with the virtual page number could be used to search the IPT to obtain the frame # For better performance, hashing is used to obtain a hash table entry which points to a IPT entry " A page fault occurs if no match is



found " chaining is used to manage hashing



overflow



8.27



8.26



The Page Size Issue ! Page size is defined by hardware; always a power of 2 for more



efficient logical to physical address translation. But exactly which size to use is a difficult question: " Large page size is good since for a small page size, more pages are



required per process ! More pages per process means larger page tables. Hence, a large portion of page tables in virtual memory " Small page size is good to minimize internal fragmentation " Large page size is good since disks are designed to efficiently transfer large blocks of data " Larger page sizes means less pages in main memory; this increases the TLB hit ratio



8.28



The Page Size Issue ! With a very small page size,



each page matches the code that is actually used: faults are low ! Increased page size causes each page to contain more code that is not used. Page faults rise. ! Page faults decrease if we can approach point P were the size of a page is equal to the size of the entire process



The Page Size Issue ! Page fault rate is also



determined by the number of frames allocated per process



! Page faults drops to a



reasonable value when W frames are allocated



! Drops to 0 when the



number (N) of frames is such that a process is entirely in memory



8.29



8.30



Segmentation



The Page Size Issue ! Page sizes from 1KB to 4KB are most commonly used



! Typically, each process has its own segment table



! But the issue is non trivial. Hence some processors are now



supporting multiple page sizes. Ex: " Pentium supports 2 sizes: 4KB or 4MB " R4000 supports 7 sizes: 4KB to 16MB ! Similarly to paging, each segment table entry contains a present bit



and a modified bit ! If the segment is in main memory, the entry contains the starting



address and the length of that segment ! Other control bits may be present if protection and sharing is



managed at the segment level ! Logical to physical address translation is similar to paging except that the offset is added to the starting address (instead of being appended)



8.31



8.32



Address Translation in a Segmentation System



Segmentation: comments ! In each segment table entry we have both the starting address and



length of the segment " the segment can thus dynamically grow or shrink as needed " address validity easily checked with the length field



! But variable length segments introduce external fragmentation and are



more difficult to swap in and out... ! It is natural to provide protection and sharing at the segment level



since segments are visible to the programmer (pages are not) ! Useful protection bits in segment table entry: " read-only/read-write bit " Supervisor/User bit



8.33



Sharing in Segmentation Systems



8.34



Sharing of Segments: text editor example



! Segments are shared when entries in the segment tables of 2 different



processes point to the same physical locations ! Ex: the same code of a text editor can be shared by many users " Only one copy is kept in main memory



! but each user would still need to have its own private data segment



8.35



8.36



Combined Segmentation and Paging



Address Translation in a (simple) combined Segmentation/Paging System



! To combine their advantages some processors and OS page the



segments. ! Several combinations exists. Here is a simple one ! Each process has: " one segment table " several page tables: one page table per segment



! The virtual address consist of: " a segment number: used to index the segment table who’s entry gives



the starting address of the page table for that segment " a page number: used to index that page table to obtain the



corresponding frame number " an offset: used to locate the word within the frame



8.37



Simple Combined Segmentation and Paging



8.38



Intel 386 segmentation and paging ! In protected mode, the 386 (and up) uses a combined segmentation



and paging scheme which is exploited by OS/2 (32-Bit version) ! The logical address is a pair (selector, offset) ! The selector contains a bit which selects either: " the Global Descriptor Table; accessible by all processes " the Local Descriptor Table; accessible only by the process who owns it ! The Segment Base is the physical address of the page table of that segment ! Present and modified bits are present only in page table entry ! Protection and sharing info most naturally resides in segment table entry " Ex: a read-only/read-write bit, a kernel/user bit...



8.39



(we have one LDT per process) ! Two bits in the selector are for protection and the remaining 13 bits are



use to select an 8-byte entry either in the LDT or the GDT called a descriptor



8.40



Intel 386 segmentation and paging ! The 386 has 6 segment registers each having a 16-bit visible part that



holds a selector and a 8-byte invisible part that contain the corresponding descriptor



Intel 386 address translation



" this avoids of having to read the LDT/GDT at each memory reference



! The descriptor contains the base address and the length of the



referenced segment ! The 32-bit base address is added to the 32-bit offset to formed a 32-bit linear address (p1,p2,d) which is basically identical to the logical address format used by Windows NT " 2 levels of page tables indexed by p1 and p2 (10 bits each)



8.41



386 segmentation and paging: remarks ! The segmentation part can be effectively disable by clearing



the base address of each segment descriptor ! Then the offset part of the logical address is identical to the linear address (p1,p2,d) ! This is used by every OS that runs on 386 (and up) and uses only paging: " Windows NT



8.42



Operating System Software ! Memory management software depends on whether the hardware



supports paging or segmentation or both ! Pure segmentation systems are rare. Segments are usually paged -memory management issues are then those of paging ! We shall thus concentrate on issues associated with paging ! To achieve good performance we need a low page fault rate



" Unix versions: Linux, FreeBSD...



8.43



8.44
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